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Sankandi Zambia Location 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Kingsway Educational Initiatives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Festival Churches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sankandi camp is best approached via Livingstone airport. This is because the morning flight allows a full 

day to travel there. The disadvantage is that the road from Livingstone to Sesheke is in a terrible condition and 

for nearly 200 kilometres is covered in potholes of up to two metres wide and half a metre deep! But the main 

advantage is that Sankandi can be reached in 5 – 6 hours thus giving an extra day to work at the camp.  

The Kingsway Educational Initiatives is a Not-for Profit 

organisation with a passionate vision to provide a solution for 

people suffering from hunger, poverty and disease. The aim is to 

use education at a pre-school level to change a generation for 

Christ using the Accelerated Christian Learning system. Each 

child is given a daily meal (usually their only meal of the day) and 

a school uniform. Teachers are recruited from the local 

community and trained at the Kingsway camp. As a charitable 

organisation, KEI’s success and future depends on donations and 

is thankful for the support from individuals, schools and churches 

in many countries including Zambia, South Africa, USA, Sweden 

and the UK. 

For further information see: kingsway.africa 

 
Children at Sankandi ‘Rainbow’ pe-school 

 
Chester Festival church 

 

 
Chester City centre – the Cross 

 

The Chester church, founded in 1976 originally as the 

Chester Pentecostal Church in the ancient city of 

Chester, became the first Festival church in 2015. More 

recently it was joined by Prestatyn and Towyn Festival 

churches from North Wales. Collectively all have taken 

an active interest in the work of Kingsway Missions and 

are proud to sponsor the new pastor Leonard Simukonda 

to oversee the developing churches in the area. 

For further information see: festival.church 
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Work begins 
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Dawn over the Zambezi viewed from the campsite 

The old storage container blew up in the fire because 

it contained inflammable materials and several gas 

bottles. The first task was to repair the solar panels 

and replace the plastic water tank on top of the 

container, which had melted in the heat. 
 

Pieter, the Kingsway Mission co-ordinator, and Denis, 

the chief engineer (and superb campfire cook!), had 

already made good progress before we arrived. 

However, they were waiting for me to bring some 

replacement cable which had been burnt in the fire 

and severed the electrical connection from the solar 

panels to the water pump in the Zambezi river. Without 

the water on site, it would not have been possible to 

build the two storehouses in time. 

What an idyllic setting beside the Zambezi. 

We rose at 6:00am having slept from 

7:30pm the previous evening! Work had to 

begin by 7:00am because it became too 

hot to work after11:00am. 

However, if the saying ‘Mad dogs and 

Englishmen go out in the midday sun’ is to 

be believed, then my brothers Anthony and 

Ian would be certified as insane! 

They had the objective of building two 

blockwork storehouses in ten just days and 

were determined to complete the task 

before we left. They took an hour for lunch 

then worked until defeated by the light. 

 
Alex, Josiah and Graham restoring the container 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The international reconstruction team 

Pieter and I had the task of lifting two 

heavy solar panels into metal frames 

on top of a 3.5 metre pole following 

repair after the fire. Unfortunately, the 

footings gave way and we both came 

crashing to the ground. But God was 

looking after us. Pieter only suffered a 

bang to his head and I escaped with 

cuts and a damaged rib. It could have 

been so much worse if the structure 

had fallen on top of us. 

Repairing and repainting the inside of 

container was the dirtiest and hottest 

job on the camp and could not 

continue after 11:00am. Alex and 

Josiah were outstanding workers. We 

all came out black and wringing wet. 
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                                                 Meeting the locals 
 

The first to meet us were the 

local builders who had done 

an excellent job in preparing 

the two storehouse bases. 

This preliminary work was a 

real bonus, without which it 

would never have been 

possible to complete the 

building in the time available 

to us. For example, the 

aggregate stones were 

collected individually by hand 

from the bush, while the 

sand was transported from 

the banks of the Zambezi 

river by ox cart. 
 

The teachers from the adjacent school soon 

came to introduce themselves (they were 

delighted with the painting of their school after 

the last visit). However, little Florence was less 

impressed and burst into tears because she had 

never seen white people before, which greatly 

amused her mother. She soon recovered and 

struck some cheeky poses for us! 
 

At this point, I would like to acknowledge the 

generous contribution and thanks to the 

Swedish, Upsala Pentecostal Church, who 

constructed a new school at Kabula 1, a 10km 

drive into the bush. Before the school was 

established, the children had to walk all the way 

to the Sankandi school and in one year, fifteen 

were lost to wild dogs and witch doctors, who 

wanted their body parts for their occult and 

satanic practices. 
 

On a much more positive note, our visit to the 

local church was truly inspiring. As one might 

expect, the singing was dynamic led by a 

powerful female voice followed by responses 

from the choir and the congregation. Two conga 

drums beat out the rhythm, occasionally hit on 

the offbeat by large sticks. As musicians we are 

privileged here to have all the latest instruments 

and technologies, but when distilled down the 

movement of the Spirit shines through equally. 
 

 

 

w 

 
The local building team 

 

Sankandi (Rainbow) pre-school, painted 

in October 2019 by Festival team 

 
The dangerous bush track. Formally a 

10km walk to school for the children 

 
Welcomed by the local church 

 
The church choir and band – 

what shall we sing next? 

 
Aggregate stones collected by hand 

 

 
Ox cart for delivers of sand and blocks 

 
Headteacher Grace 

with puzzled 

Florence 

 
Cool dude soon pulls 

the moves! 

 
Visitors get the chairs! 

Alex delivered an invigorated message, which had to be broken down 

into bite size proportions for pastor Leonard to interpret. At one point, 

Alex shook Leonard by the shoulders to illustrate a point. All the 

congregation looked at each other in shock waiting for the 

interpretation. Leonard then grabbed Alex and responded with equal 

vigour. Everyone shrieked with laughter!  
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